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Hundreds of easy-to-scan tips in everyday language let time-starved readers find quick

answers.Most people who enjoy wine would like to know more about it, to feel confident in what they

like and why, to know the "lingo." Wine lover and writer Wes Marshall helps readers explore the

world of wine, offering plainspoken explanations to wine questions that most people have but are

hesitant to askâ€•no question is too simple, no answer too advanced.Like earlier titles in the series,

such as the best-selling What's a Cook to Do?, this book offers empowering information in

question-and-answer format with pronunciation guides, charts, maps, and step-by-stepsâ€•plus the

best-bang-for-your-buck wine recommendations from well-known experts. Is Barolo a grape or a

place? What do wine scores mean? What about sniffing the cork and which glasses to use? In this

newest book in the Whatâ€™s a â€¦ to Do? series, Wes Marshall presents his years of wine

experience and insider tips in everyday language that makes wine approachable and knowable.
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"Wes Marshall's column is one of the best in the country and is a marvelous guide to wines from all

over the world."--Robert Mondavi (Robert Mondavi ) --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

The wine columnist for the Austin Chronicle, Wes Marshall also writes for Wine & Spirits, Wine

Enthusiast, Appellation America, Imbibe, and Wines & Vines. In addition, he is a special contributor



to the Dallas Morning News and the author of The Wine Roads of Texas; he served as executive

producer for the three-part PBS documentary based on the book.

If you like wine and want to know more it, this book offers answers to every question imaginable. In

fact, as it says on the cover, over 334 different wine-related pointers and tips are offered. It's a

nicely produced book, with color photography, maps, charts, wine labels, and of course grapes. I'm

a wine drinker, and I became more interested in wine after trips to France and to the Sonoma

Valley. I even started a small collection of my favorites. Wine appreciation and collecting turns out to

be very interesting. It's fun to learn about what makes a good wine and then use your knowledge

and detective skills to find great wines at affordable prices. "What's a Wine Lover to Do?" is a great

guidebook to take along on the journey.

Surprisingly informative series of short tips about the subtleties of wine selection and enjoyment. So

useful, that I bought several for close friends and family! This is not simply a rehashing of wine

history, but it actually names names with recommendations one can use in the never ending search

for wines to suit every occasion.... without breaking the bank!!!

This is a great little guide with a lot of useful information, especially for the wine novice. It has a nice

cardboard cover, and sturdy pages so will withstand a lot of wear and tear. It would be a cute

hostess gift to go along with a bottle of wine. There is information about wine regions, how to

pronounce the different types of grapes and wine types, how to pair wines with different foods, and

many other tidbits of information. It is also an easy read. I leave it on the coffee table, and friends

often pick it up and read several pages. It's a very good reference book that won't overwhelm you

with TMI!

Really super informative made simple and interesting about the snobbish world of wines, it's history

and whereabouts, besides flavor's and grapes and territories. Fun to read and learn... Goodie gulp...

EXCELLENT!

A wonderful wine book, and a great gift for the novice consumer, as well as the avid wine lover.

Terrific layout, and loaded with information and facts covering the wonderful world of wine! Bravo,

Wes Marshall!



So much information presented in an easy-to-read, well-organized manner. Of all the wines books

I've read, this one is the best!

Love this book-it's for the newbie or the experienced wine drinker. Very informative-well-designed

book-my husband who is not a wine drinker actually read this book and enjoyed it!
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